We studied systematically cases of the families of non-symmetric periodic orbits in the planar restricted three-body problem. We took interesting information about the evolution, stability and termination of bifurcating families of various multiplicities. We found that the main families of simple non-symmetric periodic orbits present a similar dynamical structure and bifurcation pattern. As the Jacobi constant changes each branch of the characteristic of a main family spirals around a focal point-terminating point in x-at which the Jacobi constant is C ∞ = 3 and their periodic orbits terminate at the corotation (at the Lagrangian point L 4 or L 5 ). As the family approaches asymptotically its termination point infinite changes of stability to instability and vice versa occur along its characteristic. Thus, infinite bifurcation points appear and each one of them produces infinite inverse Feigenbaum sequences. That is, every bifurcating family of a Feigenbaum sequence produces the same phenomenon and so on. Therefore, infinite spiral characteristics appear and each one of them generates infinite new inner spirals and so on. Each member of these infinite sets of the spirals reproduces a basic bifurcation pattern. Therefore, we have in general large unstable regions that generate large chaotic regions near the corotation points L 4 , L 5 , which are unstable. As C varies along the spiral characteristic of every bifurcating family, which approaches its focal point, infinite loops, one inside the other, surrounding the unstable triangular points L 4 or L 5 are formed on their orbits. So, each terminating point corresponds to an asymptotic non-symmetric periodic orbit that spirals into the corotation points L 4 , L 5 with infinite period. This is a new mechanism that produces very large degree of stochasticity. These conclusions help us to comprehend better the motions around the points L 4 and L 5 of Lagrange.
Introduction
In general, the stable periodic orbits are followed by many quasi periodic orbits, while the unstable periodic orbits are followed by large numbers of chaotic orbits. There are some routes to chaos in dissipative and conservative dynamical systems. The well-known Feigenbaum sequence of infinite period doubling bifurcations is a particular route to chaos in dissipative and conservative dynamical systems (Feigenbaum 1978; Coullet and Tresser 1978) . Some other routes for the transition from order to chaos in conservative dynamical systems of 2-degrees of freedom have been found by Contopoulos and Zikides (1980); Contopoulos (1983a Contopoulos ( ,b, 1991 Heggie (1983); Bier and Bountis (1984) and Pinotsis (1988) . These scenarios of routes to chaos are mentioned by Contopoulos (1993 Contopoulos ( , 2002 . Also, some of the routes to chaos in dissipative and conservative systems we find in an article by Eckmann (1981) .
It is well known, that in the planar restricted 3-body problem Feigenbaum sequences of families of simple and double symmetric periodic orbits appear, as the Jacobi constant C varies, with a universal ratio consistent with the value δ ≈ 8.72. Bifurcated families have in general large unstable regions and generate large chaotic regions (Contopoulos and Pinotsis 1984; Pinotsis 1986 Pinotsis , 1987 .
Although there exist many studies of the types of bifurcations for the families of symmetric periodic orbits in various Hamiltonian systems of two degrees of freedom, there are limited explorations of the stability and bifurcations of families of non-symmetric periodic orbits. Thus, our study centers on the changes of stability and bifurcations of the families of non-symmetric periodic orbits, which bifurcate from the original families b, c, l and n.
The ). Also, Sicardy (2010) examined the stability of these points for some values of μ beyond the Gascheau's value in the planar restricted three-body problem and found that the periodic orbits follow a Feigenbaum cascade leading to chaos at a value of μ ∞ .
We made a preliminary study for the non-symmetric short period orbits (SPO) of the family b (Pinotsis 1988) and we found infinite spiral characteristics around infinite focal points. Also, spiral characteristics of families of periodic solutions have been found in the case of a satellite oscillations (Bruno and Varin 1997; Bruno 2002) . In this paper we make a systematic study of the families of non-symmetric periodic orbits that bifurcate at the points b1, c1, l2, n 2 4 (Hénon 1965) and z 1 (Pinotsis 1986), in the planar circular restricted 3-body problem and in the case of equal masses of the primaries. We found interesting information about the evolution and termination of the bifurcating families of various multiplicities of non-symmetric periodic orbits. The relevant topological characteristics change not only quantitatively but also qualitatively. We found a new mechanism that introduces a large degree of stochasticity, which could not be predicted a priori. Thus, we found a new route for the transition from order to chaos. This work required very large computing time because as the Jacobi constant C varies infinite successive stable and unstable segments along the characteristic of each bifurcating family appear, while each bifurcation point generates infinite inverse Feigenbaum sequences. So, each bifurcating family forms infinite spirals and each one of them generates infinite new inner spirals and so on. Therefore, we have in general large unstable regions that generate large chaotic regions near the corotation points L 4 , L 5 and so these points are unstable.
